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What are the means available to States with new andexpanding space programmes for detecting and reactingto threats by States emanating from the Earth,including as a result of possible collateral harmscaused by actions between other States, and isdeveloping resiliency against such threats feasible?
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Main ideas 

What are the means available to States with new
and expanding space programmes for detecting
and reacting to threats by States emanating from
the Earth, including as a result of possible
collateral harms caused by actions between
other States, and is developing resiliency against
such threats feasible?

1 Space programs impulse technological and
human development when countries are
capable to reach all innovation cycle. 

3 The gap between developing and developed
countries are based on vulnerability ,
resilience and recovery capabilities on their
own space programs.  

2
just 2 big geographic areas contents the
major space programs, usually connected
with Power capabilities. 
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Developing
regions

represent less
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expenditure  
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Creating a safe and
secure space ops.

environment  

Space governance and
governability 

Space threats
increase cost of
access to space

benefits,
impacting in the

worldwide
population 

ASAT and other
related capabilities
increase the risk of

total loss of national
space capabilities in

developing
countries  

The innovation
process demands to

international
community the

capability to reach
new agreements

about the peaceful
uses of outer space 

A new liability concept
ismandatory in order

to restore the damage
on space critically
infrastructure and
their social impact

caused by the
exploitation of new

space threats  

Global society is highly
dependent on space
services and benefits.
The increase of space
gaps will reduce the

chances of global
society to exploit the

space benefits 

Resilience involves internal
and international actions,
because it means a more

secure and safe operational
environment and a decrease
of international uncertainty. It
demands the congruence of
space national policies and
international instruments to
improve space governance

and governability  
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